
THE METAVERSE 
WOVEN TO THE FABRIC 

OF THE UNIVERSE

Embracing crypto without alienating 
future adopters—the practical way
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WE AIM TO INTEGRATE REAL WORLD 
INDUSTRIES TO THE METAVERSE

OUR VISION
The adoption of blockchain technology in industries and 
organizations such as gaming, art, legal, global institutions, 
and nations (El Salvador's Bitcoin adoption as National 
Currency) are indicating a mass adoption paradigm shift.  

ABOUT US

Blockchain as the "particle of truth" that helps in the verification and traceability of 

multistep transactions in a public ledger, has not only enabled revolutionary ways 

to earn, but also surrendered back the autonomy to the people. As gamers are 

able to live life gaming through the play-to-earn movement, digital artists are able 

to add another layer of monetization to their materials through NFT, and smart 

contracts are truly "fool-proof" agreements and memorandums, the use cases of 

blockchain technology are rapidly becoming adopted in the world.

However, of the 7.7 Billion people in the world, only 100M are connected to the 

blockchain revolution—roughly 1.29%. As early adopters of blockchain technology, 

such as the revolutionary projects of AXIE Infinity, we have discovered that the 

blockchain revolution is applicable to all industries.

So as to embrace crypto without alienating future adopters, instead of bringing the 

metaverse to the world, we'll bring the world to the metaverse—and we'll do that 

with you, one CHAIN at a time. Introducing, 8CHAIN's virtual world.
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OUR VISION

A CONNECTED WORLD 
WHERE EVERYONE CELEBRATE 

ABUNDANCE.
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OUR AMBITION

WE AIM TO TRANSFORM 888+ 
MILLION LIVES AND PROVIDE 
LIMITLESS OPPORTUNITIES TO 

PEOPLE.
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INTRODUCTION
8CHAIN tokens are BEP-20 tokens on 
the Binance Smart Chain Network. 
8CHAIN will launch 8 integrated 
projects over the course of 8 years 
with 8CHAIN as the governance token 
for all of its projects. 8CHAIN is the 
evolving and future-proof token that 
aims to create an integrated 
ecosystem within the crypto space.

8CHAIN holders will be able to claim 

rewards if they: 1.) stake their tokens, 2.) 

utilize the 8CHAIN projects (i.e., both in 

website and mobile applications), and 

3.) participate in key governance votes. 

Once the DAO is successfully launched, 

8CHAIN will be utilized as the 

governance token for the initial and 

future initiatives of the project 

developers. These include but are not 

limited to the following: Workout-to-Earn 

platform, NFT art collection, 8CHAIN 

staking, Play-to-Earn platform, other 

future ventures such as the CryptoEarn, 

High Rollers, Virtual Community, and 

Virtual World, both in website and 

mobile applications.

8CHAIN is built by a team of blockchain experts, crypto early 

adopters, venture developers, venture builders, developers, and 

builders, all united by the impact mission.
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THE PROBLEM
There is a severe disconnect in the 
real-world activities and the digital reality. 
As a result, ecosystems, organizations, 
and stakeholders stuck in Web 1.0 and 
Web 2.0 are challenged in being 
"included" in the cryptospace (Only 0.1% 
of the world is in the crypto ecosystem).

Multiple ecosystems and chains are 

disrupted and displaced as crypto rose. 

As a community-oriented project, we 

don't want to just disrupt, we want to 

integrate ecosystems and provide 

autonomy to the community.

0.1%
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THE OPPORTUNITY
The state of the market has indicated a paradigm shift 
that blockchain technology's use cases will be 
installed on all forms of organizations and governance. 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have emerged as a new asset class that has 

seen extraordinary returns over the past decade. Bitcoin has also surged vs Gold, 

and is now in direct close competition with trillion-dollar valuation companies such 

as Alphabet and Amazon–recently scaling past Tesla, Meta, and NVIDIA. 

M. CAP PRICE 24H

GOLD

MICROSOFT

APPLE

SAUDI ARAMCO

GOOGLE

AMAZON

SILVER

BITCON

TESLA

$11.854 T

$2.514 T

$2.436 T

$2 T

$1.954 T

$1.767 T

$1.429 T

$1.191 T

$1.041 T

$1,866

$334.95

$148.53

$10.01

$2,951

$3,485

$25.39

$63,151

$1,037

NAME 7D

0.12%

0.76%

0.45%

0.40%

0.57%

0.36%

0.35%

-2.61%

-2.48%

2.54%

-0.33%

-1.82%

-0.79%

-1.11%

-0.96%

4.72%

3.53%

-15.14%



EL SALVADOR
Several new developments such as increased institutional interest, pending ETF 

(exchange traded fund) approval, and the popularity of stable coins suggest a 

continued positive trend. A future where crypto is integrated not just to business 

ecosystems but to financial institutions and trade inflows of nation’s. El Salvador–one 

of the first country crypto adopters–acquired roughly $21 million worth of bitcoin on 

Monday, President Nayib Bukele announced, buoying the crypto market ahead of 

making history Tuesday by becoming the first country in the world to formally adopt 

the digital currency as legal tender (Forbes, 2021).
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CRYPTOCURRENCY
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There are over 70M cryptocurrency wallet holders; hence, market cap has more potential. 

Acceptance of crypto reached the highest growth curve since 2011, with the user base 

increasing by almost 18M in 1 year, from November 2020 (i.e., 60.36M holders) to November 

2021 (i.e., 78.86M holders). Analysts show acceptance of crypto is the highest at 2021, and will 

continuously increase by 2022 onwards.



INITIATIVES OF 
8CHAIN
• Integrating real-world activities to the blockchain technology and transforming it into
   digital reality by introducing 8 di�erent projects dedicated for a distinct industries to bring       
   into the Metaverse
• Enabling users to connect globally by utilizing our web and mobile application projects

• Building the biggest global community for both cryptocurrency enthusiasts and

  regular individuals

• Empowering both the traditional and digital economy

• Aiding to the smoother and faster operational processes of both private and public

  companies through the utilization of our initiatives

USERS CAN 
ALSO EARN
• Purchasing and exchanging 8CHAIN Token

• Staking 8CHAIN Token and receive compelling APY

• Utilizing both web and mobile app projects of 8CHAIN – Workout-to-EARN, NFT Art  

  Collection, Play-to-EARN, CryptoEARN, High Rollers, Virtual Community and

  Virtual World

• Swapping 8CHAIN tokens to future in-app rewards and future utility tokens of 8CHAIN

9
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Traditional Mailing

Textbooks

Schools and meetings

Banks - payments

Map Navigation

Entrepreneurs – booths

Transportation

News, stories, communication

Work commute

NAME

Physical assets

Game console

Physical Gym

Casino

Manual Election Voting and Counting

E-mail, Mobile Phones, Internet

E-learning, e-books

Zoom, Microsoft team

E-wallets, e-banking

Mobile app, google maps

E-commerce

E-booking

Social media, Web notifications

WFH – Work from Home

NFT art assets, digital assets

Play-to-Earn, E-sports

Workout-to-Earn

Virtual Casino

Automated Election and Voting

TRADITONAL ECONOMY DIGITAL ECONOMY



Fourth quarter 2027 –
Third quarter 2029 or earlier

Fourth quarter 2023 – Third 
quarter 2024 or earlier

Fourth quarter 2026 – Third 
quarter 2027 or earlier

Fourth quarter 2025 – Third 
quarter 2026 or earlier

Fourth quarter 2024 – Third 
quarter 2025 or earlier

Fourth quarter 2022 – Third 
quarter 2023 or earlier

Fourth quarter 2027 –
Third quarter 2029 or earlier

First quarter 2022
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THE INDUSTRIES

FITNESS AND HEALTH INDUSTRY CREATIVE INDUSTRY

GAMING INDUSTRYFINANCE INDUSTRY

MINING & FARMING INDUSTRY

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT 
INDUSTRY

INFRASTRUCTURE, EDUCATION, 
CONSUMER GOODS, TRAVEL, 
TRANSPORT, GREEN, & TECH 

INDUSTRIES

LEISURE INDUSTRY
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COMING SOON
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WHAT IS MAXREP?

8CHAIN releases the first workout-to-earn in the metaverse. Earn when you consistently 

rep your workout routine while you listen to your favorite workout music. Another way 

for athletes, and fitness enthusiasts to make a living. Monetize your workouts. 

MaxRep is the first ever Workout-and-Earn platform to be developed in the crypto space. With 

every workout session you do, you get to earn 8CHAIN in-game tokens that can be used 

however way you want. Another way for athletes and fitness enthusiasts to make a living. 

Similar to your favorite play-to-earn games, the 

workout-and-earn also has its rules 

We’re working on making sure that the MaxRep 

app has no exploits. Aside from empowering 

everyone to earn KONEK tokens from finishing 

daily quests, we also want to make sure that the 

platform we’re building is built on solid, 

bulletproof, equal ground.

Because we don’t want someone to exploit 

earning thousands of KONEK tokens from 

“running 100 km per hour” when in reality, 

they’re just overspeeding on the highway, right?

MOBILE APP 
PREVIEW



HOW TO EARN 
FROM MAXREP

With your MAX Rep NFTs, you earn 

KONEK tokens after you finish your 

daily quests in the Max Rep app.

Once you’ve successfully done the 

app’s goal for the daily number of 

steps, you get rewarded with tokens.

Step 1: Download MaxRep

Step 2: Use your MaxRep NFTs

Step 3: Complete daily missions

Step 4: Earn KONEK Tokens

Step 5: Compete in fitness leaderboards 

for bigtime rewards

You hustle to work and earn but what if you can 

also WORKOUT to earn?

Focusing on your physical health is 

crucial and 8CHAIN's first chain, 

MaxRep, proudly advocates that we 

can go the extra mile maintaining a 

healthy lifestyle. So if you're still 

wondering how we can make it 

possible...
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WHAT IS KONEK 
TOKEN?
KONEK Tokens are the utility tokens of 

8CHAIN’s Max Rep—the first chain of the 

project that brings the workout-and-earn 

revolution to the Philippines, then the world.

You earn KONEK tokens when you accomplish 

your daily quests, rewards, and compete in 

leaderboards.
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UTILITIES COME 
WITH MAXREP NFT

You gain access to the MaxRep 

wokout-and-earn app

You gain access to leaderboards and 

workout quests to earn your KONEK 

Tokens

You gain real-life propoperties associated 

with the NFT

You gain access to an exclusive 

workout-and-earn community with PBA 

legends, UAAP players, and more!
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MAXREP NFT
PREVIEW

Maxrep NFT’s are consist of sportswear attire 
that will be used by the users while working 

out and earn.
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8CHAIN TOKEN & 
OTHER UTILITY TOKENS

Token Usage

Stake 8CHAIN token for token rewards and more

Use 8CHAIN token, future utility tokens, and 

asset-backed token as payment for digital assets 

and services within and outside the 8CHAIN 

metaverse.

Swap 8CHAIN token for the upcoming utility 

tokens through 8CHAIN DEX.

Asset-backed Token

8CHAIN’s future token deployment will also have 

the components of asset-backed tokens for its 

future initiatives. These tokens possess intrinsic 

value directly measured from the value of real 

world’s physical assets.

Managing token demand and supply 

sustainable growth

With its token varieties, 8CHAIN’s value will be 

protected and sustained over time. These 

8CHAIN’s main, in-game, and utility tokens can be 

swapped with each other and then turned into an 

asset-backed token that will balance all the 

demand and supply of all the aforementioned 

tokens. Moreover, this unique 8CHAIN system will 

take away some risk for its users in the long run, 

as the main vision of 8CHAIN is to develop a 

metaverse for the people. 



8CHAIN USE CASES

8CHAIN
USERS

8CHAIN
PROJECTS

8CHAIN
COMMUNITY
TREASURY

8CHAIN
HOLDERS

STAKE OR 
SWAP

STAKE

REWARDS
PLAYING & VOTING

GOVERNS

REVENUE
8CHAIN TOKENS

PLAY, SPEND,
& SWAP

8CHAIN 
TOKEN

USE CASES

GOVERNANCE, STAKING, PAYMENT, SWAP
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Month
1

Day
0

0

100000000

200000000

300000000

400000000

500000000

600000000

THE EFFECT 
OF 8CHAIN
In approximately 96 months, all 8CHAIN tokens will 
be unlocked to the public.

700000000

800000000

900000000

1E+09

Month
6

Month
12

Month
21

Month
45

Month
57

Month
69

Month
87

Month
96

8CHAIN Tokenomics
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Community

355, 200, 000 (40%)

Core Team

133, 200, 000 (15%)

Partners & Backers

222, 000, 000 (25%)

Advisors

62, 160, 000 (7%)

Treasury

115, 400, 000 (13%)

40%

15%

TOTAL SUPPLY
888, 000, 000

Core Team

Community

25%
Partners &
Backers

7%
Advisors

13%
Treasury

The 8CHAIN Tokenomics & Distribution breakdown 

can be found in this document.
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• Website and Whitepaper Launching

• Token Deployment to the blockchain

• Test net of 8CHAIN

• New Accounts

• Airdrops – for early 8CHAIN holders

1st Phase

Fourth quarter 2021

2nd Phase

First quarter 2022 – Third quarter 2022 or earlier

• Initial Dex O�ering

• Max Rep project - 8CHAIN token new   

  accounts airdrop

• Max Rep NFT Sale

• Beta test – Max Rep

• Mobile App Public launch – Max    

  Rep Workout-to-Earn (Web and    

  Mobile app)

• Liquidity Pool & Launchpads

3rd Phase

Fourth quarter 2022 – Third quarter 2023 or earlier

• Start of DAO

• Beta test - website – NFT Art Collection 

4th Phase

Fourth quarter 2023 – Third quarter 2024 or earlier

• Website Public Launch of NFT       

  Art Collection 

• Integration of NFT Art      

  Collection to initial and future  

  8CHAIN projects

• Beta test - Play-to-Earn (Web  

  and Mobile app)

• Staking of governance token  

  (8CHAIN) ROAD MAP
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• Play-to-Earn project - 8CHAIN token  

  new accounts airdrop

• Deployment of Play-to-Earn

  utility token

• Game Public launch – Play-to-Earn 

  (Web and Mobile app)

• Implementation of Play-to-Earn   

  platform scholarship

• Beta test – CryptoEarn 

  (Web and Mobile app)

5th Phase

Fourth quarter 2024 – Third 

quarter 2025 or earlier

6th Phase

Fourth quarter 2025 – Third quarter 2026 or earlier

• CryptoEarn project - 8CHAIN token new

  accounts airdrop

• Public launch – CryptoEarn (Web and Mobile app)

• Beta test – High Rollers (Web and Mobile app)

• Public Launch – 8CHAIN DEX

7th Phase

Fourth quarter 2026 – Third quarter 2027 or earlier

• Deployment of High Rollers utility token (casino chips)

• High Rollers project – 8CHAIN token new accounts airdrop

• Public Launch – High Rollers (Web and Mobile app)

• Beta test – Virtual Community (Web and Mobile app)

8th Phase

Fourth quarter 2027 – Third quarter 2029 or earlier

• Virtual Community project – 8CHAIN token new accounts airdrop

• Public Launch – Virtual Community (Web and Mobile app)

• Virtual world avatar account creation (Web and Mobile app)

• Deployment of Asset-backed token (virtual world token)

• Beta test – Virtual World (Web and Mobile app)

• Public Launch – Virtual World (Web and Mobile app)
24



CHAIN 
MASTERS

OUR TEAM

Raymond Yu
Chairman, Co-Founder

Raymond has founded over 6 businesses. He is 

currently a Chairman at Burnett Venture Corp. 

and the President of AXS Holdings Corporation. 

He has partnered with YIOUYI International Co., 

LTD and has been a stocks and crypto investor 

since 2019. He has 3 years of experience 

mining Bitcoin and Ethereum and has 

conducted 3 years’ worth of e-commerce 

imports to Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia and 

Hong Kong. Notably, he also has 11 years of 

experience in the food industry.
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Having founded 3 businesses, Ken is the 

current COO of AXS Holdings Corporation and 

carries 10years’ worth of business, mobile, and 

PC game industry experience. He’s been a full 

time trader of mid-to-large cap stocks, growth 

stocks, domestic stocks, dividend and 

non-dividend stocks and cryptocurrency for the 

past 5 years. He was also recognized as a P1B+ 

Sales Realtor by Top Tier Real Estate 

Developers in the Philippines.

Ken Mandigma - KAM
COO, Co-Founder

A founder of 8 businesses, Gilbert is a Chairman 

at AXS Holdings Corporation. He founded both 

Adrush Creative Media and Adrush Creative 

Builders and has 11 years of Venture Building 

experience. He was also a Risk Management 

Banker for top banks and financial institutions in 

the Philippines for 10 years. During 2017, he was 

one of the few Crypto Early Adopters.

Gilbert Lazaro – TitoVlogs
CRO, Co-Founder

The President  at Burnett Venture Corp. Coach 

G was a cybersecurity specialist over 30 years 

and SSCP Certified COMPTIA Networks. He is 

currently a life coach/wealth planner and crypto 

trader since 2019.

Coach G
CEO, Co-Founder

15

After founding 8 businesses, Raiskell is a COO 

at Burnett Venture Corp and the CFO at AXS

Holdings Corporation. He has 17 years of

experience in Software Development within the

financial service and health industry. Likewise, 

he has dedicated 11 years of experience to 

Venture Building and has been a stocks and 

crypto trader since 2015.

Raiskell
CFO, Co-Founder
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With 2 businesses founded, V is the CTO and 

Solutions Architect of AXS Holdings 

Corporation. He has 12 years of experience as a 

Full-Stack Software Development Engineer as 

well as Hands-on Design and Development for

commercial and enterprise software. He’s been 

a Position Trader for Stocks in PSE for 7 years 

and has been a cryptocurrency trader since 

2018. He also has 2 years’ worth of Crypto and 

Blockchain Support and Integration experience 

and is a Certified Oracle JAVA SE Programmer.

V
CTO, Co-Founder

Darren Zapanta
Blockchain Developer 
& Core Advisor

Darren has 4 years’ worth of experience as a 

Web Developer and Shopify Expert. He spent 1 

year as a Blockchain Developer and is currently 

the Blockchain Developer of Spacelens. He has 

been a cryptocurrency and US market investor 

since 2019. He’s taking his Master’s Degree in

Computer Science at the National Taiwan 

Science and Technology University. For his 

undergrad, he took Computer Science with a 

Specialization in Software technology at De La 

Salle University Manila.

Wynxtr Sahagun - Wynx
Head of Partnerships

Wynxtr is the current Operations Director at 

Saga Events + Digital. He has accumulated 18 

years of experience in Sales, Marketing, 

Business Development, Account Management, 

Customer Relations, Brand and Product 

Management. He was a former Business 

Director at Isentia Manila Inc. and a former 

Business Unit Director at Tagline

Communications Inc. He also served as a

SVP/COO at Adrenaline Rush Multimedia 

Solutions Corp. and previously held an Account

Director position at Activasia Inc.

JC Macalintal
Chief Marketing O�cer

JC Macalintal is a venture developer with 10-

figures generated for ventures to date. He

has developed more than 100 ventures

spanning in di�erent industries from e-sports.

to real estate. to firms. and industrial

development. He builds legacies by creating

legendary CEO with the mission to hack

industries and solve even the most mundane

of problems for the people.
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Gerome Lazaro
Cyptocurrency Advisor

Gerome has been trading in the Philippine 

Stock Exchange Market since 2006. He has 10 

years of experience as a Banker and 7 years as 

an Entrepreneur in the IT industry. He was also 

an Overseas Filipino Worker for 5 years and 

was a Crypto Early Adopter in 2017.

Mae Manalastas
Corporate Secretary

Mae is an experienced corporate secretary for 

9 years. She was also a former Secretary to the 

Director of Operations at Metrocare Health 

Systems, Inc. She was also a former Executive 

Assistant at Archion Architects.

Ron Quirante
Auditor

Ron is a board member of Burnett Venture Corp 

and AXS Holding Corp. He is an experienced 

bookkeeper for 10 years and 6 years Senior 

Audit Associate at PWC MALTA. He is a certified 

public accountant, Stocks, and crypto trader.

Coach Lhea
Director of Finance

Coach Lhea is a multi awarded, locally and 

internationally recognized manager within the 

financial industry. She is also the COO of  

Burnett Venture Corp and AXS Holding Corp. 

Secretary. She is a social media influencer and 

life coach/wealth planner. She is into crypto and 

stocks analyst.

Cryptoflix Research
Cyptocurrency Advisor

Cryptoflix Research is an IT Engineer in

Infrastructure with 21 years of Experience in

multiple sector such as in Banks, Bio and Tech , 

E-commerce and Health. Cryptoflix Research

explores the potential of Crypto Value that has 

a potential growth of more than 20X. Cryptoflix

Research is also crypto analyst that uses Color

Coding Elliott Wave Strategy in price 

forecasting and was a Crypto Early Adopter 

Since 2017.

Mhira Amesola
Human Resource Head

The current Head of Human Resources at AXS

Holdings Corporation, Mhira has 14 years of

quality assurance and management experience.

In addition, she also has 4 years of experience 

in Marketing and 2 years in the field of Sales.



BALANGKAS VENTURES CO.
Social Media Team

Balangkas Ventures is the first and only venture

development firm in the Philippines and Asia. 

We o�er management services, injecting 

world-class venture development principles that 

build legacies–lasting, visionary companies.

SAGA CREATIVES
Art and Design

Saga creatives is a content Creation agency 

that tells stories through purposeful design and

multimedia. We help the brands to tell their 

own SAGA.
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https://8chain.io�

https://discord.io/8CHAIN

https://t.me/The8CHAIN

https://twitter.com/The8CHAIN

https://www.facebook.com/8CHAIN

https://www.instagram.com/8chaino�cial

Follow the lead of 8CHAIN and be part of the metaverse 
that’s bound for the moon!



TRANSFORMING 
LIVES, ONE CHAIN 
AT A TIME

INTEGRATING 
REAL-WORLD 
ECOSYSTEMS TO 
THE METAVERSE
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